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Abstract
We consider the Hopﬁeld model of size N and with p ∼ tN patterns, in the
whole high temperature (paramagnetic) region. Our result is that the parti-
tion function has log-normal ﬂuctuations. It is obtained by extending to the
present model the method of the interpolating Brownian Motions used in [11]
for the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model. We view the load t of the memory as
a dynamical parameter, making the partition function a nice stochastic pro-
cess. Then we write some semi-martingale decomposition for the logarithm
of the partition function, and we prove that all the terms in this decompo-
sition converge. In particular, the martingale term converges to a Gaussian
martingale.
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1 Introduction and result
The Hopﬁeld model took his name and its popularity within the theory of formal
neural networks. J.J. Hopﬁeld introduced it in 1982 ([14]) to describe and implement
associative memories. In fact, the mathematical model was already deﬁned, and
studied in a simple form, by Pastur and Figotin ([24]) in an attempt to describe
spin-glasses. In the context of neural networks, the memory is composed of a large
number N of neurones (called “spins” in the context of this paper), with only two
possible states each. The state of the memory is described by a binary vector
σ = (σi)
N
i=1 ∈ SN := {−1,1}
N ,
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and the task is to store a large number p of “patterns” (or images), themselves
also described by vectors ξ1,...,ξp in SN. Arguing that the natural candidates for
minimizing the function σ 7→ −
P
k≤p(σ · ξk)2, are the patterns themselves, Hopﬁeld
proposed to view the memory dynamics as a gradient algorithm with this function.
Performing the descent, the memory, starting from a noisy version of one of the
stored patterns, should remove the noise and retrieve the original pattern after a
few steps. The picture is roughly correct provided that the load t = p/N of the
memory is not too large, and the program can be implemented. The eﬃciency of the
memory can be tested, and traditionally, one would choose the patterns randomly.
Besides its impact in neurocomputing and neuromodelling, the model became also
very attractive from an information theory point of view, for questions relating to its
capacity and the speed of retrieval of the memory ([21], [17], [23], [19], [20], [28], [3]).
It became also extremely popular among physicists [22] and probabilists, especially
when the minimization is relaxed by introducing a non-zero temperature. With the
Sherrington-Kirkpatrick (SK) model, it is one of the two canonical mean-ﬁeld, spin-
glass models. It has the advantage on the other one to bring some information on
its ground states for small t.
Mathematically, we consider a doubly indexed family ξk
i (i,k ≥ 1) of independent
Bernoulli variables deﬁned on some probability space,
P(ξ
k
i = 1) = P(ξ
k
i = −1) = 1/2. (1)
We will use the symbols P,E to denote the probability and the expectation with
respect to the variables ξk
i ’s. Let us ﬁx N for some time. With a slight abuse of
notations, we will denote by ξk = (ξk
1,...,ξk
N) the k-th pattern, and for σ ∈ SN,
σ · ξ
k =
N X
i=1
σiξ
k
i . (2)
The Hamiltonian of the Hopﬁeld model is deﬁned as
HN(t,σ) =
N
2
[tN] X
k=1
(
σ · ξk
N
)
2 (3)
with HN(t,σ) = 0 when 0 ≤ t < 1/ N. The partition function at the inverse
temperature β > 0 is given by
Z
β
N(t) = Eσ exp{βHN(t,σ)}. (4)
In contrast with P,E introduced above, we will use the symbols Pσ and Eσ to denote
the uniform probability measure and expectation on SN. For instance, the above
right-hand side is an average over σ ∈ SN. The Gibbs measure is the probability
measure σ ∈ SN 7→ (2NZ
β
N(t))−1 exp{βHN(t,σ)}, which concentrates on the minima
of −HN as β is increased.
At a rigorous level, the behavior of the model starts now to be well understood
in various domains of the parameter space [25], [8], [27], [4], [5], [6], [28], [7], [29],
[10]. The model has three diﬀerent phases: the high temperature phase, the re-
trieval (ferromagnetic) phase, and the spin-glass phase –in the order of increasingHopfield Model 3
complexity–. The high temperature region is, by deﬁnition, the set of (β,t) ∈ R2
+
such that the mean of the quenched free energy and the annealed free energy are of
the same order in the thermodynamic limit, i.e. ElnZ
β
N(t) ∼ lnEZ
β
N(t) as N → ∞.
(By Jensen inequality, we see that the inequality “≤” holds between the two terms.)
This region is equal ([2]) to the closure of the set
β(1 +
√
t) < 1. (5)
The boundary of this region already has some intricate features. Physicists predict
that at the critical temperature, there is a spin-glass behavior in the case of non-zero
t. For this reason, the critical case with p/N → 0 has been recently studied in [12],
[13], [30].
In this paper, we will stay in the interior of the high temperature region. For such
β,t as in (5), it is shown in [28] that the random variable Z
β
N(t)/EZ
β
N(t) remains
bounded away from 0 and +∞ in probability, and its concentration properties are
investigated. We will prove that this variable converges in law to a log-normal limit.
The result is the same as for the high temperature SK model ([1], [11]), and, like in
the latter reference, it is part of a functional convergence result: We will view the
normalized partition function
e Z
β
N(t) =
Z
β
N(t)
EZ
β
N(t)
(6)
as a (sequence in N of) random process(es), depending on the load t = p/N.
With these notations we are ready to formulate our result:
Theorem 1 Let β0 ∈ [0,1) and t0 > 0 be such that (5) holds. Then the process
e Z
β0
N (t) converges in distribution as N → ∞ on the Skorohod space D([0,t0[,R
+) to
the process
e Z
β0
∞(t) = exp{M
β0
∞(t) −
1
2
Γ(β0,t)} (7)
where Mβ0
∞(t) is an independent increments Gaussian process on [0,t0[ with contin-
uous paths, mean zero and variance Γ(β0,t). The function Γ(β,t) is deﬁned as
Γ(β,t) = −
1
2
ln

1 − t
 β
1 − β
2
−
t
2
 β
1 − β
2
. (8)
Remarks (i) We note that the parameter t = p/N, not only has a natural inter-
pretation as the load of the memory –or, equivalently, the rank of the Hamiltonian–,
but also has a natural role in coupling in a ﬁne way the various Hopﬁeld models for
diﬀerent values of p, in such a way that convergence holds at the process level.
(ii) We can view the high temperature region as the disordered region, and
its complement as the ordered one (grouping spin-glass phase and ferromagnetic
phase). We note that the limiting variance Γ becomes inﬁnite as (β,t) approaches
the boundary of the high temperature region from inside: the order is brought by
the ﬂuctuations.
(iii) The result of convergence at the level of variables, was published in the paper
[26], but we must admit that we were unable to complete a number of details andHopfield Model 4
steps in the proof. The strategy in [26] is to use the moment method together with
a cluster expansion, following a method used by Aizenman, Lebowitz and Ruelle
for the SK model; this leads here to rather intricate computations. In contrast, our
method here essentially uses the second moment –due to the martingale structure
and the simplicity of the limit–, and stochastic calculus –instead of expansion–.
The Hopﬁeld model, which Hamiltonian is quadratic in the disorder variables ξ, is
notoriously more complicated to treat than the SK model, which is linear, and it is
essential here to have a handy method requiring few computations. In particular, we
have to face the explosion of moments deep inside the high temperature region, and
use truncation. A striking illustration is that we cannot work out the proof using
the bracket of the martingale, which corresponds to perform a minimal amount
of integration, but this is already too much to cover the whole high temperature
region. Instead, we use the sum of squares of our (pure jump) martingale, without
performing any integration. 
Outline of the proof. For each ﬁxed N and each σ ∈ SN, the random process t 7→
HN(t,σ) is a random walk with jumps at times t = k/N,k ≥ 1. The corresponding
exponential martingale is the normalized Boltzmann factor
e
β
N(t,σ) = exp{βHN(t,σ) − [tN]φN(β,σ)} , (9)
where
φN(β,σ) = logEexp{β
N
2
(
σ · ξ
N
)
2}. (10)
The ﬁltration we use is the one generated by the i.i.d. sequence of patterns,
Ft = σ(ξ
k
i ;i ≥ 1,1 ≤ k ≤ [tN]) . (11)
We will see in the sequel that the function φN(β,σ) depends only on β but not on
σ (therefore we will denote it by φN(β,σ) = φN(β)), and that
φN(β) = −
1
2
ln(1 − β) −
1
4N
 β
1 − β
2
+ o(1/N), N → ∞. (12)
Recall (6), and note that
e Z
β
N(t) = Eσe
β
N(t,σ) (13)
is a (Ft)t∈[0,∞)-martingale, for every ﬁxed N. Let us denote by ∆ the diﬀerence
operator
∆f(t) = f(t + 1/N) − f(t) (14)
To the martingale e Z
β0
N (t) we associate its logarithm martingale M
β0
N (t) deﬁned as
M
β0
N (t) =
[Nt]−1 X
k=0
∆M
β0
N
 k
N

, ∆M
β0
N (t) =
∆e Z
β0
N (t)
e Z
β0
N (t)
, (15)
in particular M
β0
N (0) = 0, and ∆M
β0
N ( k
N) > −1. Since we keep β0 < 1 ﬁxed all
through the paper, we will omit this index writing MN(t) = M
β0
N (t).Hopfield Model 5
The reason for the name “logarithm martingale” is the identity
ln e ZN(t) = lnΠ
[Nt]−1
k=0

1 + ∆MN(
k
N
)

=
[Nt]−1 X
k=0
ln

1 + ∆MN(
k
N
)

= MN(t) −
1
2
[Nt]−1 X
k=0

∆MN(
k
N
)
2
+
[Nt]−1 X
k=0
r

∆MN(
k
N
)

(16)
where r(u) = ln(1 + u) − u + u2/2 is continuous on (−1,∞) and r(u) = O(u3) as
u → 0.
In order to show that the sequence of martingales MN(·) converges in law to
the independent increment process M∞(·), it is enough to verify the following three
conditions:
(i) For every 0 ≤ t < t0
I
N =
[Nt]−1 X
k=0
E

∆MN(
k
N
)
2
1|∆MN( k
N )|<1
 
 F k
N

P −→ Γ(β0,t).
(ii) For every α > 0
II
N =
[Nt0]−1 X
k=0
P

|∆MN(
k
N
)| > α
   F k
N

P −→ 0.
(iii) For every 0 ≤ t < t0
III
N =
[Nt]−1 X
k=0
E

∆MN(
k
N
)1|∆MN( k
N )|>1
   F k
N

P −→ 0.
Indeed, the desired convergence is then a consequence of Theorem 2.21 in [15],
page 365. From our condition (ii) we ﬁrst see that we can transform our truncations
with indicator functions here, into ones with continuous truncation functions as in
[15]. The condition [sup-β] in [15] follows from (iii) together with the martingale
property of MN and from (ii), while the condition [γ] follows from (i) and (ii), and
the condition [δ] follows from (ii).
But in addition, the second term in (16) converges in probability to the determin-
istic function Γ(β0,t). This follows from Theorem VIII-3.12b in [16], which states
that, under our condition (iii), the convergence in law of MN to M∞ implies that of
the quadratic variations, in probability. Note that, due to ∆MN > −1, we have
III
N =
[Nt]−1 X
k=0
E

|∆MN(
k
N
)|1|∆MN( k
N )|>1|F k
N

,Hopfield Model 6
i.e., the property VIII-3.13 holds true.
Finally, our conditions clearly imply that the third term converges to 0 in prob-
ability, uniformly on compact time intervals in [0,t0).
Combining all this, we see that the full theorem simply follows from checking
these three conditions. 
Remark We stress that, as mentioned above and in contrast to [11], we do not
use the bracket <MN > of the martingale in our computations. By deﬁnition, the
bracket is deﬁned by <MN > (0) = 0 and
∆ <MN > (
k
N
) = E

[∆MN(
k
N
)]
2

  F k
N

.
It turns out that, in a non-empty part of the region (5), this conditional expectation
is already ruined by the explosion of moments: as N → ∞, < MN > (t) does not
converge to the limit Γ(β0,t) in the whole high temperature region. We need to
work with the quadratic variation of the martingale MN, instead of its bracket. 
The whole paper is dedicated to checking these conditions. It is organized as
follows. In Section 2, we formulate several lemmas as well as Proposition 1 which
contains all the necessary asymptotic expansions. They are used in the following
sections (3, 4, 5), where the conditions (i)–(iii) are veriﬁed. The proofs of the lemmas
and Proposition 1 are postponed to an Appendix in Section 6.
Warm-up calculation: In the rest of this section we would like to sketch in
a heuristic manner, the proof of the Theorem in the easier case of β0 and t0 small
enough. In this particular case the proof is technically much lighter – no truncation is
then needed, and then the argument are natural extensions to the discrete setting of
those in [11]–, we will grab some intuition which will (hopefully) make the full proof
more transparent. Let us ﬁrst introduce some notations to simplify the formulas.
We denote by P N,t
σ the Gibbs (probability) measure and EN,t
σ the corresponding
expectation,
P
N,t
σ (σ) =
eN(t,σ)
2N e ZN(t)
, E
N,t
σ (f) =
X
σ∈SN
f(σ)P
N,t
σ (σ) ,
and by ReN(t,σ) the relative increment
ReN(t,σ) =
∆eN(t,σ)
eN(t,σ)
= e
β0
2 (
σ.ξ[tN]+1
√
N )2−φN(β0) − 1 .
With these notations,
∆MN(
k
N
) = E
N,k/N
σ ReN(
k
N
,σ) . (17)
Clearly, among the above three conditions, the most ”important” is Condition
(i) providing the variance Γ(β0,t) of the limiting Gaussian process. Assume that
the truncation 1|∆MN( k
N )|<1 is omitted in this condition. Then we could compute theHopfield Model 7
conditional expectations explicitly. Condition (i) reduces to the convergence to zero
of
[tN]−1 X
k=0
E
N,k/N
σ1,σ2 E

ReN(
k
N
,σ
1)ReN(
k
N
,σ
2) − ∆Γ(
k
N
)

, (18)
for every 0 ≤ t < t0. Here ∆Γ(t) = Γ(β0,t + 1/N) − Γ(β0,t) and E
N,k/N
σ1,σ2 stands for
the integration (in σ1,σ2) with respect the product of the Gibbs measure on S2
N.
• We start with a much simpler question. We study in the previous sum, the
expected value of the numerator of, say, the k = [sN]-th summand (0 < s < t < t0),
S
N(s) = E

e ZN(s)
2
E
N,k/N
σ1,σ2 E

ReN(s,σ
1)ReN(s,σ
2) − ∆Γ(
k
N
)

=
X
θ=0,±1/N,...,±1
E

ReN(s,σ
1)ReN(s,σ
2) − ∆Γ(
[Ns]
N
)

(19)
× E[eN(s,σ
1)eN(s,σ
2)] Pσ1,σ2(σ
1 · σ
2 = θN),
where we denote by Pσ1,σ2(·) the uniform probability measure on the product space
S2
N. For any two spin conﬁgurations σi,σj we will often use the short notation
θ
i,j =
σi · σj
N
. (20)
and θ = θ1,2 when no confusion is possible. Note that
Pσ1,σ2(σ
1 · σ
2 = θN) =

N
(1 + θ)N/2

2
−N ∼
1
p
2πN(1 + θ)(1 − θ)
e
−NI(θ) (21)
as N → ∞ with
I(θ) = [(1 + θ)ln(1 + θ) + (1 − θ)ln(1 − θ)]/2 ∼ −θ
2/2 (22)
as θ → 0. We now loosely argue that for β0 and s small enough
NS
N(s) → 0. (23)
For this purpose we only need the following asymptotic expansion
lnEe
β

σ1·ξ √
N
2
+β

σ2·ξ √
N
2
−2φN(β)
= −
1
2
ln

1 −
β2θ2
(1 − β)2

−
1
2N
β2
(1 − β)2 + ··· (24)
which holds true for all β and θ = (σ1 · σ2)/N as soon as both β(1 + θ) < 1 and
β(1 − θ) < 1 hold, see Proposition 1. (We denote by ··· negligible terms to be
speciﬁed in this proposition.) Consequently (24) is valid for all β < 1/2 whatever
the value of θ is. It follows that, for β0 < 1/2,
lnE[ReN(s,σ
1)ReN(s,σ
2) − ∆Γ(
[Ns]
N
)] (25)
= −
1
2
ln

1 −
β2
0θ2
(1 − β0)2

−
β2
0
2N(1 − β0)2(1 − sβ2
0/(1 − β0)2)
+ ···,Hopfield Model 8
and
EeN(s,σ
1)eN(s,σ
2) = exp
n
[Ns]

−
1
2
ln

1 −
β2
0θ2
(1 − β0)2

−
1
2N
β2
0
(1 − β0)2 + ···
o
.
(26)
Now let us split the sum (19) into two terms SN
1 (s) and SN
2 (s) where in the ﬁrst
term the sum is taken over |θ| < ε with ε ﬁxed small enough and the second – over
|θ| > ε. Then SN
2 (s) converges to zero exponentially fast as N → ∞ for all s small
enough. In fact, one can ﬁnd h > 0 such that
sup
|θ|>ε
n
s

−
1
2
ln

1 −
β2
0θ2
(1 − β0)2

− I(θ)
o
≤ −h.
Since the terms in (25) are bounded and the sum SN(t) contains at most 2N terms
then by the expansions (21) and (26) we get
limsup
N→∞
1
N
ln|NS
N
2 (s)| ≤ −h. (27)
The analysis of SN
1 (s) is more subtle. Since θ is small, let us replace the logarithms
in (25) and (26) and I(θ) by their asymptotic expansions of order θ2 as θ → 0. This
gives
NS
N
1 (s) = (28)
e
−
sβ2
0
2(1−β0)2
√
2πN
X
θ=0,±1/N,...,
|θ|<ε
β2
0
2(1 − β0)2

Nθ
2 −
h
1 −
sβ2
0
(1 − β0)2
i−1
e
−

1−
sβ2
0
(1−β0)2

N θ2
2 + ···
Let us make the change of variables θ
√
N = u. Then the sum (28) converges to the
Gaussian integral
1
√
2π
Z ∞
−∞
β2
0
2(1 − β0)2

u
2 −
h
1 −
sβ2
0
(1 − β0)2
i−1
e
−

1−
sβ2
0
(1−β0)2

u2
2 du = 0. (29)
This ”shows” (23).
• In fact, the proof of (23) gives us a serious hint for completing the proof of
Condition (i). One could proceed in the following way. The absolute value of the
summand in the sum (18) can be estimated using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality as
in Comets and Neveu [11]: writing s = k
N for shorter notations,
Eσ1

eN(s,σ
1)
1/2 e ZN(s)
−1/2 ×
  Eσ2E[ReN(s,σ
1)ReN(s,σ
2) − ∆Γ(s)]
×eN(s,σ
1)
1/2eN(s,σ
2)e ZN(s)
−3/2
  

≤
h
Eσ1,σ2,σ3

E[ReN(s,σ
1)ReN(s,σ
2)−∆Γ(s)]E[ReN(s,σ
1)ReN(s,σ
3)−∆Γ(s)]
× eN(s,σ
1)eN(s,σ
2)eN(s,σ
3)

e ZN(s)
−3
i1/2
. (30)Hopfield Model 9
First of all, let us get rid of the term e ZN( k
N)−3 in (30). In fact, it is not diﬃcult
to prove using Talagrand’s results that P(inf0≤t<t0 e ZN(t) ≤ 1/η) ≤ C/η for some
C > 0, all N and all η > 0, see Lemma 5 for detail. Thus e ZN( k
N)−3 can be
bounded by η3 with probability arbitrarily close to 1 by the choice of η. As we need
the convergence in probability only, we can concentrate on the convergence of the
positive term Eσ1,σ2,σ3(·) of (30). One can verify proceeding in the same way as for
SN(s) that, for β and s small enough, the expectation of this term converges to zero.
Just substitute the expansion (25) and the analogue of (26) with three terms and
ﬁnally get the analogue of (29) in R3.
We sketched the proof of the result for β0 and t0 small. Let us outline diﬃ-
culties when these parameters are larger. First of all, the expansion (24) is true
only when β(1 + θ) < 1 and β(1 − θ) < 1 hold, otherwise it would explode. (It
behaves like eβ(g2
1+g2
2) where g1,g2 are standard Gaussian with covariance θ.) Thus
EReN( k
N,σ1)ReN( k
N,σ2) would be exponentially large for some θ when β > 1/2.
The other diﬃculty to overcome, even if (24) is bounded, is that, for t large, I(θ)
from (22) would not necessarily dominate 1
N lnEeN(s,σ1)eN(s,σ2) as it was for t
small. Then the expectation of the Boltzmann factors would dominate Pσ1,σ2(θ) and
the terms like SN
2 (s) would be exponentially large.
To overcome all this obstacles we make truncations, one of them we borrow from
Talagrand’s paper [28]. We truncate separately the increments independent from
F k
N (this is done in Lemma 4) and the Boltzmann factors (this is the subject of
Lemmas 2 and 3). The main idea is to keep the order of the ﬁrst moment but to
reduce essentially the second. The price to pay is that, it becomes more diﬃcult to
use martingale techniques in the presence of truncations, as experienced in [32] in
the case of continuous martingale for the SK model with continuous or vector spins.
The combination of the martingale method together with truncation technics has
been also applied in [9] in order to compute the ﬂuctuations of the free energy for
the p-spin SK model. Truncations allowed to extend the result for all β smaller than
a certain bound βp, that has the same asymptotic behaviour as the inverse critical
temperature i.e. βp ∼
√
2ln2 when p → ∞. Later in [18], by some more ingenious
truncation procedure, this result has been extended to a bigger bound ˜ βp which is
precisely Talagrand’s bound for the critical temperature, see [31],(6.6). Finally, let
us note that truncations are also useful in the extension of the results on ﬂuctuations
of overlaps to the whole of the high-temperature phase. In [18] ﬂuctuations of the
overlaps for the p-spin SK model have been found for all β up to Talagrand’s bound
and those of the Hopﬁeld model have been established in the whole high-temperature
phase (5).
Acknowledgment: We thank Jean Jacod for helpful discussion, and having pointed
out to us useful criteria for convergence of processes.
2 Technical lemmas
In this section, we state a few necessary technical results, and we also choose the
various parameters which enter the truncation events.
The following asymptotic expansions are essential tools to derive our lemmas.Hopfield Model 10
They are generalizations of (12), which is valid for β < 1.
Proposition 1 a) The function φN(β,σ) does not depend on σ and the expansion
(12) holds. For every βi ∈ (0,1) and σ1,σ2,σ3 ∈ SN let us denote by
ψN(β1,β2,σ
1,σ
2) = logEexp

N
2

β1(
σ1 · ξ
N
)
2 + β2(
σ2 · ξ
N
)
2

(31)
and
ΛN(β1,β2,β3,σ
1,σ
2,σ
3) = logEexp

N
2

β1(
σ1 · ξ
N
)
2 + β2(
σ2 · ξ
N
)
2 + β3(
σ3 · ξ
N
)
2

.
(32)
These functions depend on the σi’s only through the θi,j’s.
b) Furthermore, if β1,β2 and θ1,2 satisfy
(1 − β1)(1 − β2) − (θ
1,2)
2β1β2 > 0 (33)
then
ψN(β1,β2,θ
1,2) = ψ(β1,β2,θ
1,2) −
1
4N

β2
1
(1 − β1)2 +
β2
2
(1 − β2)2

−
1
2N
β1β2
(1 − β1)(1 − β2)
+ O
(θ1,2)2
N

+ o
 1
N

(34)
where
ψ(β1,β2,θ
1,2) = −
1
2
log

(1 − β1)(1 − β2) − (θ
1,2)
2β1β2

(35)
and o(1/N) is uniform in θ1,2 belonging to compact subsets of (33). If the βi’s and
the θi,j’s, i,j = 1,2,3 satisfy both (33) and
(1 − β1)(1 − β2)(1 − β3) − (1 − β1)β2β3(θ
2,3)
2 − (1 − β2)β1β3(θ
1,3)
2
−(1 − β3)β1β2(θ
1,2)
2 − 2β1β2β3θ
1,2θ
1,3θ
2,3 > 0 , (36)
then the expansion
ΛN(β1,β2,β3,θ
1,2,θ
1,3,θ
2,3) = Λ(β1,β2,β3,θ
1,2,θ
1,3,θ
2,3)
−
1
4N

β2
1
(1 − β1)2 +
β2
2
(1 − β2)2 +
β2
3
(1 − β3)2

−
1
2N

β1β2
(1−β1)(1−β2)
+
β1β3
(1−β1)(1−β3)
+
β2β3
(1−β2)(1−β3)

+
X
i,j=1,2,3
O
(θi,j)2
N

+ o
 1
N

(37)Hopfield Model 11
holds uniformly on compacts, where
Λ(β1,β2,β3,θ
1,2,θ
1,3,θ
2,3) = −
1
2
log

(1−β1)(1−β2)(1−β3) − (1−β1)β2β3(θ
2,3)
2
−(1−β2)β1β3(θ
1,3)
2 − (1−β3)β1β2(θ
1,2)
2 − 2β1β2β3θ
1,2θ
1,3θ
2,3

. (38)
c) Finally, for every β ∈ (0,1) and every σi ∈ SN,i = 1,...,4, let
κN(β,σ
1,σ
2,σ
3,σ
4) = logEexp
(
Nβ
2
4 X
i=1
(
σi · ξ
N
)
2
)
. (39)
This function depends on the σi’s only through the θi,j’s, i,j = 1,...,4. Furthermore
there exists an τ = τ(β) > 0 small enough such that if maxi,j=1,...,4 |θi,j| < τ then
(33) and (36) with βi = β are satisﬁed and
κN(β,σ
1,σ
2,σ
3,σ
4) = κ(β,σ
1,σ
2,σ
3,σ
4) −
4
N
β2
(1 − β)2 +
4 X
i,j=1
O
(θi,j)2
N

+ o
 1
N

(40)
with o(1/N) uniform in the θi,j’s and
κ(β,Θ) = −1
2 log
h
(1 − β)
4 − β
2(1 − β)
2||Θ||
2
2
−2β
3(1 − β)

θ
1,3θ
1,2θ
2,3 + θ
1,4θ
1,2θ
2,4 + θ
1,4θ
1,3θ
3,4 + θ
2,4θ
2,3θ
3,4

+β
4

(θ
1,2)
2(θ
3,4)
2 + (θ
1,3)
2(θ
2,4)
2 + (θ
1,4)
2(θ
2,3)
2

−2β
4(θ
1,2θ
1,4θ
2,3θ
3,4 + θ
1,2θ
1,3θ
2,4θ
3,4 + θ
1,3θ
2,4θ
2,3θ
1,4)
i
(41)
where Θ = (θi,j)i,j=1,...,4. We can (and we will) choose τ(β) small enough and some
p = p(β) > 1 such that maxi,j=1,...,4 |θi,j| < τ implies
sup
N
Eexp
(
Npβ
2
4 X
i=1
(
σi · ξ
N
)
2
)
< ∞. (42)
Remark that if β1 = β2 = β then (33) is equivalent to β(1+θ1,2) < 1 and β(1−θ1,2) <
1 simultaneously hold. With these expansions in hand we can prove
Lemma 1 There exists an ε0, with 0 < ε0 < τ(β0), such that for any three εi,j
i,j = 1,2,3 satisfying 0 < εi,j < ε0 < τ(β0) we have
lim
N→∞
sup
0≤t≤t0
N
2Eσ1,σ2,σ3
"
(
Y
i,j=1,2,3
1|θi,j|<εi,j)E

ReN(t,σ
1)ReN(t,σ
2) − ∆Γ(t)

E

ReN(t,σ1)ReN(t,σ3) − ∆Γ(t)

E
Q3
i=1 eN(t,σi)
i
= 0, (43)Hopfield Model 12
and for every 0 < ε < ε0 there exists a C < ∞ such that
lim
N→∞
sup
0≤t≤t0
N
2Eσ1,σ2,σ3,σ41max|θi,j|<ε
  E
4 Y
i=1
ReN(t,σ
i)
  E
h 4 Y
i=1
eN(t,σ
i)
i
< C. (44)
The convergence (43) is the key estimate to the proof of our result. It falls short
of completing it if t0 were small enough. As we already pointed out, in order to
extend our result to the domain (5), we ﬁrst of all need to truncate the Boltzmann
factors eN(k/N,σ) ∈ F k
N. For that purpose let us make
Step 1. Let us ﬁx E small enough to ensure that
β2
0t0
(1 − β0)(1 − β0 − E)
< 1, 0 <
E
1 − β0 − E
< 1. (45)
Note that this choice of E > 0 is possible only under condition (5) of Theorem 1.
Let us now introduce the events truncating the Hamiltonian:
BN,t,σ,E =

HN(t,σ) <
[t0N]
2(1 − β0 − E)

(46)
Lemma 2 Let E be ﬁxed according to (45). For every ε > 0 there exists a constant
h1 = h1(ε,E) > 0 such that for all N ≥ N1(ε,E)
sup
0≤t≤t0
EEσeN(t,σ)1BN,t,σ,E ≤ e
−h1N (47)
and
sup
0≤t≤t0
EEσ1,σ2eN(t,σ
1)eN(t,σ
2)1BN,t,σ1,E∩BN,t,σ2,E1|θ1,2|>ε ≤ e
−h1N. (48)
Deﬁne now the event
AN,t,h,ε,E =
n
EσeN(t,σ)1BN,t,σ,E < e
− hN
2
o
\n
Eσ1,σ2eN(t,σ
1)eN(t,σ
2)1BN,t,σ1,E∩BN,t,σ2,E1|θ1,2|>ε < e
− hN
2
o
,
the lemma implies immediately, via Chebyshev’s inequality, the following corollary
Corollary 1 Let E be ﬁxed by (45). For all ε > 0 and all N ≥ N1(ε,E)
P
 [Nt0]−1 [
k=0
AN,k/N,h1,ε,E

≤ 2[Nt0]exp(−h1N/2). (49)
where h1 = h1(ε,E) and N ≥ N1(ε,E) are from Lemma 2.
Moreover, we will need the following Lemma 3Hopfield Model 13
Lemma 3 Let E be ﬁxed again according to (45). For every γ > 0 small enough
there exists a constant h2 = h2(γ,E) > 0 and ε1 = ε1(γ) > 0 such that for every
ε < ε1 and all N ≥ N2(ε,γ,E)
EEσ1,σ2,σ3
" 
3 Y
i=1
eN(t,σ
i)
!
1|θ1,2|<ε,|θ1,3|<ε,|θ2,3|<γ1BN,t,σ1,E
#
≤ e
−h2N (50)
and
EEσ1,σ2,σ3
" 
3 Y
i=1
eN(t,σ
i)
!
1|θ1,2|<ε,|θ1,3|<ε,|θ2,3|>γ
3 Y
i=1
1BN,t,σi,E
#
≤ e
−h2N (51)
Now we are ready to make
Step 2. Let us ﬁx γ < ε0, where ε0 is borrowed from Lemma 1, and ﬁnd ε1(γ)
according to Lemma 3.
Step 3. Let us ﬁx ε < min(ε1(γ),ε0). In particular, ε < τ(β0) with τ introduced
above (39).
All exponential estimates of Lemmas 1–3 and Corollary 1 hold true with param-
eters E, ε and γ ﬁxed in steps 1–3 and appropriate h1(ε,E), h2(γ,E).
To extend our result to the whole domain (5), we also need to truncate separately
the relative increment of the Boltzmann weight exp
n
β0

σ·ξk+1
√
N
2
−φN(β0)
o
−1, that
we will call the “independent from F k
N increment”. To do so, we consider the events
CN,t,σ,δ =
(
β0
2

σ · ξ[tN]+1
√
N
2
< Nδ
)
. (52)
We have the following lemma.
Lemma 4 Let CN,σ,δ =

β0
2

σ·ξ √
N
2
< Nδ

. For every ε < ε0 and every δ > 0
there exists a constant h3 = h3(δ,ε) > 0 such that for every σ1,σ2,σ3,σ4 ∈ SN with
maxi,j=1,...,4 |θi,j| < ε we have
E
" 
n Y
i=1
e
β0
2 (
σi·ξ √
N )2−φN(β0)
!
1CN,σ1,δ
#
≤ e
−h3N , (53)
for n = 0,1,...4. (Convention: the product is equal to 1 for n = 0.)
Step 4. We choose δ > 0 such that
0 < δ < min(h1(ε,E),h2(γ,E))/8. (54)
Then we also have the estimates of Lemma 4 for these ﬁxed δ and ε with h3 = h3(δ,ε).
Finally, in the proof of convergences (i)–(iii) we will often need to bound from
below the denominator of MN(t) –that is e ZN(t)– to get rid of the so-called “small
denominator problem”. Introduce
DN,η =
n
inf
0≤t≤t0
e ZN(t) >
1
η
o
. (55)Hopfield Model 14
Lemma 5 There exists a constant C such that for every N and every η > 0
P

DN,η

≤
C
η
.
3 Proof of Condition (ii)
The key point in the proof of this condition is the fact that the scale of ﬂuctuations
of the fourth moment of ∆ZN is of order o(1/N) uniformly for 0 ≤ t ≤ t0 by Lemma
1, see (44). Thus one may guess, that II
N should be of order o(1). But (44) is
valid only for small enough overlaps. Thus, to take advantage of it, we should make
several truncations to cut exponentially growing terms for θ large.
To start with, let us bound II
N by the sum of two terms II
N ≤ II
N
1 + II
N
2 where
the “independent from F k
N increments” are truncated: recalling the notations for
the Gibbs measure, its expectation, (17) and (52),
II
N
1 =
[tN]−1 X
k=0
P
  E
N,k/N
σ ReN(
k
N
,σ)1C
N, k
N ,σ,δ

  >
α
2

  F k
N

,
II
N
2 =
[tN]−1 X
k=0
P
  E
N,k/N
σ ReN(
k
N
,σ)1C
N, k
N ,σ,δ
   >
α
2
   F k
N

.
Then by Chebyshev’s inequality
0 ≤ II
N
1 ≤
2
α
[tN]−1 X
k=0
E

E
N,k/N
σ |ReN(
k
N
,σ)|1C
N, k
N ,σ,δ
   F k
N

. (56)
A fact to keep in mind all along the diﬀerent proofs is that the disorder variables
involved in the deﬁnition of the ReN( k
N,σ) and CN, k
N ,σ,δ are independent from those
deﬁning F k
N. Since
   ReN(
k
N
,σ)
    ≤ e
β0
2

σ·ξk+1
√
N
2
−φN(β0)
+ 1, (57)
according to Lemma 4 we obtain an exponentially small bound for II
N
1 :
|II
N
1 | ≤
2
α
[tN]−1 X
k=0
E
N,k/N
σ
h
E

e
β0
2

σ·ξk+1
√
N
2
−φN(β0)
1C
N, k
N ,σ,δ

+ E1C
N, k
N ,σ,δ
i
≤
4
α
[tN]e
−h2N → 0. (58)
Next, we bound II
N
2 by the sum of two terms II
N
2 ≤ II
N
2,1 + II
N
2,2 where the factors
eN( k
N,σ) ∈ F k
N are truncated:Hopfield Model 15
II
N
2,1 =
[tN]−1 X
k=0
P(
  E
N,k/N
σ ReN(
k
N
,σ)1C
N, k
N ,σ,δ1B
N, k
N ,σ,E
   >
α
4
   F k
N

, (59)
and
II
N
2,2 =
[tN]−1 X
k=0
P(
  E
N,k/N
σ ReN(
k
N
,σ)1C
N, k
N ,σ,δ1B
N, k
N ,σ,E
   >
α
4
   F k
N

. (60)
Then
|II
N
2,1| ≤
4
α
[tN]−1 X
k=0
E

E
N,k/N
σ |ReN(
k
N
,σ)|1C
N, k
N ,σ,δ1B
N, k
N ,σ,E
   F k
N

≤
4
α
[tN]−1 X
k=0
[e
Nδ + 1]E
N,k/N
σ (1B
N, k
N ,σ,E) (61)
where in the second line we used the deﬁnition of CN, k
N ,σ,δ, together with (57). Let
us remind that we only need to prove the convergence in probability. Then it suﬃces
to show the convergence to zero in L1(P) of the right-hand side of (61) multiplied
by 1DN,η ∈ F k
N for all ﬁxed η > 0. Indeed, P(DN,η) can be made arbitrarily close to
zero for all N by the choice of η according to Lemma 5. But by Lemma 2
E
h4
α
[tN]−1 X
k=0
[e
Nδ + 1]E
N,k/N
σ (1B
N, k
N ,σ,E)1DN,η
i
≤
4η
α
[tN]−1 X
k=0

e
Nδ + 1

E
h
EσeN(
k
N
,σ)1B
N, k
N ,σ,E
i
≤
4η
α
[tN]−1 X
k=0

e
Nδ + 1

e
−h1N
and the latter quantity converges to 0 exponentially fast because of the choice of δ
(54) we made. Hence, II
N
2,1 → 0 in probability.
Let us turn to II
N
2,2. Once again, by Chebyshev’s inequality with the fourth
moment, the problem is reduced to the convergence in probability of
[tN]−1 X
k=0
E

E
N,k/N
σ1,σ2,σ3,σ4
4 Y
i=1
[ReN(
k
N
,σ
i)1C
N, k
N ,σi,E1B
N, k
N ,σi,E]
   F k
N

= II
N
2,2,>ε + II
N
2,2,<ε
(62)
where II
N
2,2,<ε is the preceding term when the summation E
N,k/N
σ1,σ2,σ3,σ4 runs over the
set
Lε =

(σ
1,σ
2,σ
3,σ
4) ∈ S
4
N : ∀i,j |θ
i,j| < ε
	
and II
N
2,2,>ε when the summation runs over Lε. Note that, on the contrary to their
sum, neither II
N
2,2,>ε nor II
N
2,2,<ε are necessarily positive. Now we can beneﬁt from
the truncations in estimating II
N
2,2,>ε. Its absolute value |II
N
2,2,>ε| is not greater than
the sum of 6 terms like the left-hand side of (62) with |ReN( k
N,σi)| and where the
expectation E
N,k/N
σ1,σ2,σ3,σ4 is taken over σi, i = 1,...,4, with |θi,j| > ε for one amongHopfield Model 16
the six possible pairs of i,j. Because of the deﬁnition of the CN, k
N ,σ,δ’s, the term
with e.g. |θ1,2| > ε does not exceed
[tN]−1 X
k=0

e
Nδ + 1
4
E
N,k/N
σ3,σ4
h 4 Y
i=3
1B
N, k
N ,σi,E
i
E
N,k/N
σ1,σ2

1|θ1,2|≥ε
2 Y
i=1
1B
N, k
N ,σi,E

(63)
Again, in view of Lemma 5 and Corollary 1, in order to establish the conver-
gence in probability, it suﬃces to show the convergence to zero of (63) on the set
DN,η
T
AN, k
N ,h1,ε,E. This will follow from the convergence to zero in L1(P) of the
product πN of the variable in (63) multiplied by 1A
N, k
N ,h1,ε,E1DN,η for all η > 0.
But by the deﬁnition of DN,η and AN, k
N ,h1,ε,E the term in round brackets Eσ1,σ2(·)
is not greater than η2e−h1N/2 on these events. Hence πN is bounded in L1(P) by
η2 P[tN]−1
k=0

eNδ + 1
4 e−h1N/2, which vanishes due to the choice of δ < h1/8 we made
in (54). We conclude that II
N
2,2,>ε → 0 in probability.
Next, let us proceed with II
N
2,2,<ε. Contrary to II
N
2,2,>ε, here truncations by CN, k
N ,σi,E
and BN, k
N ,σi,E are obstacles to overcome: Otherwise we could bound the denomina-
tor e ZN( k
N) by 1/η on DN,η and the result would immediately follow from (44) of
Lemma 1. Let us ﬁrst remove the truncation by CN, k
N ,σ,δ. By Lemma 4
[tN]−1 X
k=0
  E

E
N,k/N
σ1,σ2,σ3,σ41Lε
4 Y
i=1

ReN(
k
N
,σ
i)1B
N, k
N ,σi,E

1∪4
i=1C
N, k
N ,σi,δ
   F k
N
  
≤
4 X
j=1
[tN]−1 X
k=0
E

E
N,k/N
σ1,σ2,σ3,σ41Lε
4 Y
i=1
|ReN(
k
N
,σ
i)|1C
N, k
N ,σj,δ
   F k
N

=
4 X
j=1
[tN]−1 X
k=0
E
N,k/N
σ1,σ2,σ3,σ41LεE[
4 Y
i=1
|ReN(
k
N
,σ
i)|1C
N, k
N ,σj,δ] . (64)
For every ﬁxed j = 1,...,4, the term E[ · ] is not greater than
E
h
e
P4
i=1
β0
2 (
σi·ξ √
N )2−4φN(β0) +
X
(i,k,l)∈A
e
β0
2 (
σi·ξ √
N )2+
β0
2 (
σk·ξ √
N )2+
β0
2 (
σl·ξ √
N )2−3φN(β0)
+
X
(i,k)∈B
e
β0
2 (
σi·ξ √
N )2+
β0
2 (
σk·ξ √
N )2−2φN(β0) +
X
i=1,...,4
e
β0
2 (
σi·ξ √
N )2−φN(β0) + 1

1C
N, k
N ,σj,δ
i
where A contains the four terms obtained by deleting one of the four conﬁgurations
and B contains the 6 terms obtained by deleting two conﬁgurations. Distributing
the indicator function over the elements of this sum results in either terms controlled
at Lemma 4, or in expressions like e.g.
E

e
β0
2 (
σ1.ξ √
N )2+
β0
2 (
σ2.ξ √
N )2+
β0
2 (
σ3.ξ √
N )2−3φN(β0)
1C
N, k
N ,σ4,δ.
According to Proposition 1, there exists p(β0) such that maxi,j=1,...,4 |θi,j| < εHopfield Model 17
Eexp

N
2
[pβ0(
σ1 · ξ
N
)
2 + pβ0(
σ2 · ξ
N
)
2 + pβ0(
σ3 · ξ
N
)
2]

< ∞.
This combined with Lemma 4 and the Holder inequality show that (64) converges
to 0 exponentially fast. Therefore we may consider II
N
2,2<ε without 1C
N, k
N ,σi,δ. Next,
to get rid of 1B
N, k
N ,σ1,E as well, we have to show the convergence in probability to
zero of
[tN]−1 X
k=0

 E

E
N,k/N
σ1,σ2,σ3,σ41Lε
4 Y
i=1
ReN(
k
N
,σ
i) × 1∪4
i=1B
N, k
N ,σi,E

  F k
N

  (65)
≤
4 X
j=1
[tN]−1 X
k=0
E
N,k/N
σ1,σ2,σ3,σ41LεE[
4 Y
i=1
|ReN(
k
N
,σ
i)|]1B
N, k
N ,σj,E.
By Proposition 1 and (42), the expectation in the numerator E[
4 Q
i=1
|ReN( k
N,σi)|] with
|θi,j| < ε is bounded. Then the right-hand side of (65) is not greater than
C
[tN]−1 X
k=0
4 X
i=1
E
N,k/N
σi 1B
N, k
N ,σi,E
for some constant C and all N large enough. We split this term into two parts with
1DN,η and with 1DN,η. The last one is equal to zero with probability arbitrarily close
to 1 with the appropriate choice of η due to Lemma 5, while the expectation of the
ﬁrst one is bounded by 4C[tN]ηe−h1N by Lemma 2. Then (65) converges to zero in
probability.
Finally, it remains to show the convergence in probability of II
N
2,2,<ε without trun-
cations by 1C
N, k
N ,σi,E1B
N, k
N ,σi,E. Once again, by virtue of Lemma 5 we can multiply
each term by 1DN,η, and we are left to proving convergence in L1 again. The L1-norm
under consideration is equal to
E1DN,η
[tN]−1 X
k=0
  E

E
N,k/N
σ1,σ2,σ3,σ41Lε
4 Y
i=1
ReN(
k
N
,σ
i)
   F k
N
  
= E
[tN]−1 X
k=0
  E
N,k/N
σ1,σ2,σ3,σ41LεE(
4 Y
i=1
ReN(
k
N
,σ
i))1DN,η
  
≤ E
[tN]−1 X
k=0
E
N,k/N
σ1,σ2,σ3,σ41Lε|E(
4 Y
i=1
ReN(
k
N
,σ
i))|1DN,η
≤ η
4
[tN]−1 X
k=0
Eσ1,σ2,σ3,σ41Lε|E(
4 Y
i=1
ReN(
k
N
,σ
i))|E
4 Y
i=1
eN(
k
N
,σ
i) (66)
By (44) of Lemma 1 each term of the sum (66) is bounded by CN−2 with some
constant C > 0. Then the sum (66) is of the order O(N−1). This completes the
proof of Condition (ii).Hopfield Model 18
4 Proof of Condition (i)
The key point in the proof of this condition is the result (43) of Lemma 1. Since it
is valid only for small overlaps, we need to make again a series of truncations as in
the previous proof. By Condition (ii) with α = 1 it suﬃces to show that
[tN]−1 X
k=0
E

E
N,k/N
σ1,σ2

ReN(
k
N
,σ
1)ReN(
k
N
,σ
2) − ∆Γ(
k
N
)

1|∆MN( k
N )|<1
   F k
N

(67)
converges to zero in probability. First, notice that we can restrict ourselves to the
study of
I
N
1 =
[tN]−1 X
k=0
E

E
N,k/N
σ1,σ2
"
2 Y
i=1
ReN(
k
N
,σ
i)1C
N, k
N ,σi,δ − ∆Γ(
k
N
)
#
1|∆MN( k
N )|<1
   F k
N

.
(68)
Indeed, due to truncation by 1|∆MN( k
N )|<1 we have
[tN]−1 X
k=0
E

|E
N,k/N
σ1,σ2 [ReN(
k
N
,σ
1)ReN(
k
N
,σ
2)1C
N, k
N ,σ1,δ∪C
N, k
N ,σ2,δ]|1|∆MN( k
N )|<1
   F k
N

≤ 2
[tN]−1 X
k=0
E
 
E
N,k/N
σ [ReN(
k
N
,σ)1C
N, k
N ,σ,δ]
 
1|∆MN( k
N )|<1
 
 F k
N

≤ 2
[tN]−1 X
k=0
E

E
N,k/N
σ |ReN(
k
N
,σ)|1C
N, k
N ,σ,δ

  F k
N

= 2
[tN]−1 X
k=0
E
N,k/N
σ E(|ReN(
k
N
,σ)|1C
N, k
N ,σ,δ)
≤ 4[Nt]e
−h3N (69)
where the last exponential estimate holds by Lemma 4. Next, let us split IN
1 =
IN
1,1 + IN
1,2 where in the ﬁrst term the Boltzmann factors eN( k
N,σ1)eN( k
N,σ2) are
truncated by 1B
N, k
N ,σ1,E∩B
N, k
N ,σ2,E and in the second by 1B
N, k
N ,σ1,E∪B
N, k
N ,σ2,E. First,
we show the convergence to zero of the second term which is
I
N
1,2 =
[tN]−1 X
k=0
E

E
N,k/N
σ1,σ2 [ReN(
k
N
,σ
1)ReN(
k
N
,σ
2)1C
N, k
N ,σ1,δ∩C
N, k
N ,σ2,δ − ∆Γ(
k
N
)]
× 1B
N, k
N ,σ1,E∪B
N, k
N ,σ2,E1|∆MN( k
N )|<1
   F k
N

. (70)
Since we need the convergence in probability only, by Lemma 5 and Corollary 1 it
suﬃce to analyzee IN
1,2 which is the right-hand side of (70) with each term in the sum
over k multiplied by 1A
N, k
N ,h1,ε,E1DN,η. By the deﬁnition of the events AN, k
N ,h1,ε,E,
DN,η and CN, k
N ,σ,δ we get
|e I
N
1,2| ≤
[tN]−1 X
k=0
[(e
Nδ + 1)
2 + 2 sup
0≤t≤t0
Γ(t)]E
N,k/N
σ1,σ2 1B
N, k
N ,σ1,E∪B
N, k
N ,σ2,E1A
N, k
N ,h1,ε,E1DN,ηHopfield Model 19
≤ 2η
[tN]−1 X
k=0
[(e
Nδ + 1)
2 + sup
0≤t≤t0
Γ(t)]e
−h1N/2 (71)
Since 2δ < h1/2, due to the choice of δ (54) we made, the bound (71) converges to
zero exponentially fast. Thus IN
1,2 → 0 in probability. So, we are lead to study IN
1,1
that we split it its turn: IN
1,1 = IN
1,1,1 − IN
1,1,2 where
I
N
1,1,1 =
[tN]−1 X
k=0
E

E
N,k/N
σ1,σ2 [ReN(
k
N
,σ
1)ReN(
k
N
,σ
2)1C
N, k
N ,σ1,δ∩C
N, k
N ,σ2,δ − ∆Γ(
k
N
)]
× 1B
N, k
N ,σ1,E∩B
N, k
N ,σ2,E

  F k
N

,
I
N
1,1,2 =
[tN]−1 X
k=0
E

E
N,k/N
σ1,σ2 [ReN(
k
N
,σ
1)ReN(
k
N
,σ
2)1C
N, k
N ,σ1,δ∩C
N, k
N ,σ2,δ − ∆Γ(
k
N
)]
× 1B
N, k
N ,σ1,E∩B
N, k
N ,σ2,E1|∆MN( k
N )|>1
 
 F k
N

.
Let us show that IN
1,1,2 converges to zero in probability. Let us estimate it as |IN
1,1,2| ≤
¯ IN
1,1,2 +2sup0≤t≤t0 Γ(t)
P[tN]−1
k=0 P(|∆MN( k
N)| > 1 | F k
N). Here the second term being
II
N with α = 1, vanishes in probability by Condition (ii). The ﬁrst term equals
¯ I
N
1,1,2 =
[tN]−1 X
k=0
E
  E
N,k/N
σ1,σ2 [ReN(
k
N
,σ
1)ReN(
k
N
,σ
2)]1C
N, k
N ,σ1,δ∩C
N, k
N ,σ2,δ
× 1B
N, k
N ,σ1,E∩B
N, k
N ,σ2,E
  1|∆MN( k
N )|>1
   F k
N

.
Applying Cauchy-Schwarz inequality twice, we bound it by the following product:
|e I
N
1,1,2|
2 ≤
[tN]−1 X
k=0
E

E
N,k/N
σ1,σ2,σ3,σ4
4 Y
i=1
[ReN(
k
N
,σ
i)1C
N, k
N ,σi,δ1B
N, k
N ,σi,E]
   F k
N

×
[tN]−1 X
k=0
P

|∆MN(
k
N
)| > 1

  F k
N

.
The ﬁrst factor is nothing but II
N
2,2,>ε + II
N
2,2,<ε from the proof of Condition (ii), see
(62). We have already established that it converges to 0. The second factor is II
N the
quantity controlled by Condition (ii) with α = 1. Whence, IN
1,1,2 converges to zero
in probability. Now let us write IN
1,1,1 = IN
1,1,1,>ε + IN
1,1,1,<ε where in the ﬁrst term the
expectation Eσ1,σ2 is taken over σ1,σ2 with |θ1,2| > ε and in the second – over σ1,σ2
with |θ1,2| < ε. Let us beneﬁt from truncations in the analysis of the ﬁrst term. As
usual, by Lemma 5 and Corollary 1 instead of IN
1,1,1,>ε we show the convergence in
probability only of e IN
1,1,1,>ε where each term is multiplied by 1A
N, k
N ,h1,ε,E and 1DN,η.
But by deﬁnition of AN, k
N ,h1,ε,E, CN, k
N ,σ,δ and DN,η
|e I
N
1,1,1,>ε| ≤ [tN]η
2[(e
δN + 1)
2 + 2 sup
0≤t≤t0
Γ(t)]e
−h1N/2.Hopfield Model 20
Hence, IN
1,1,1>ε → 0 in probability. Thus, we have to investigate the term IN
1,1,1,<ε
only, and, as in the previous section, we now need to remove the truncations which
prevent us to perform the expectations. First of all, we get rid of the truncation of
the increments ReN( k
N,σ) by CN, k
N ,σi,δ exactly in the same way as in (64). (Only,
take two replicas instead of four and use Lemma 4 in the last step provided that
|θ1,2| < ε.) Hence, we need to study the following conditional expectation which we
compute explicitly:
[tN]−1 X
k=0
E

E
N,k/N
σ1,σ2 1|θ1,2|<ε[ReN(
k
N
,σ
1)ReN(
k
N
,σ
2) − ∆Γ(
k
N
)]
× 1B
N, k
N ,σ1,E∩B
N, k
N ,σ2,E
   F k
N

(72)
=
[tN]−1 X
k=0
E
N,k/N
σ1,σ2 1|θ1,2|<εχN(θ
1,2)1B
N, k
N ,σ1,E∩B
N, k
N ,σ2,E
with the notation
χN(θ
1,2) = E

ReN(
k
N
,σ
1)ReN(
k
N
,σ
2) − ∆Γ(
k
N
)

.
Again by Lemma 5 we have to show the convergence to zero of the right hand-
side of (72) with each term multiplied by 1DN,η. This means that we may restrict
ourselves to the analysis of
JN = η
2
[tN]−1 X
k=0
  Eσ1,σ21|θ1,2|<εχN(θ
1,2)eN(
k
N
,σ
1)eN(
k
N
,σ
2)1B
N, k
N ,σ1,E∩B
N, k
N ,σ2,E
  .
Let us apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality:
EJN ≤ η
2
[tN]−1 X
k=0
EEσ1(eN(
k
N
,σ
1))
1/2
×
  Eσ21|θ1,2|<εχN(θ
1,2)[eN(
k
N
,σ
1)]
1/2eN(
k
N
,σ
2)1B
N, k
N ,σ1,E∩B
N, k
N ,σ2,E
  
≤ η
2
[tN]−1 X
k=0

EEσ1,σ2,σ3
h
1|θ1,2|<ε,|θ|1,3<εχN(θ
1,2)χN(θ
1,3)
×
3 Y
i=1
[eN(
k
N
,σ
i)1B
N, k
N ,σi,E]
i1/2
(73)
where we used the fact that EEσ1e
β
N( k
N,σ1) = 1. The expectation in (73) equals
EEσ1,σ2,σ3[·] = LN
1 ( k
N) + LN
2 ( k
N) − LN
3 ( k
N) with
L
N
1 (
k
N
) = EEσ1,σ2,σ31|θ1,2|<ε,|θ1,3|<ε,|θ2,3|>γχN(θ
1,2)χN(θ
1,3)
×
3 Y
i=1
[eN(
k
N
,σ
i)1B
N, k
N ,σi,E]Hopfield Model 21
L
N
2 (
k
N
) = EEσ1,σ2,σ31|θ1,2|<ε,|θ1,3|<ε,|θ2,3|<γχN(θ
1,2)χN(θ
1,3)
×
3 Y
i=1
eN(
k
N
,σ
i)
L
N
3 (
k
N
) = EEσ1,σ2,σ31|θ1,2|<ε,|θ1,3|<ε,|θ2,3|<γχN(θ
1,2)χN(θ
1,3)
×
3 Y
i=1
[eN(
k
N
,σ
i)]1∪3
i=1B
N, k
N ,σi,E
Since |θ1,2| < ε, |θ1,3| < ε, the expansions of Proposition 1 are valid for χN(θ1,2) and
χN(θ1,3). In particular |χN(θ1,2)χN(θ1,3)| < C for some constant C all N ≥ 1 and
all θ1,2 θ1,3 with |θ1,2| < ε, |θ1,3| < ε. Then by Lemma 3
sup
0≤k≤[Nt0]−1
|L
N
1 (
k
N
)| ≤ Ce
−h2N
sup
0≤k≤[Nt0]−1
|L
N
3 (
k
N
)| ≤ 3Ce
−h2N
Finally, recall that γ and ε were chosen smaller than ε0 in steps 2 and 3 of section
2. From the estimate (43) of Lemma 1 it follows that
lim
N→∞
sup
0≤k≤[Nt0]−1
N
2L
N
2 (
k
N
) = 0,
and Condition (i) is proved.
5 Proof of Condition (iii)
As in the previous cases, the starting point of the proof is the splitting of III
N into two
terms, where in one term III
N
1 the increments ReN( k
N,σ) are truncated by 1C
N, k
N ,σ,δ
and in the second III
N
2 by 1C
N, k
N ,σ,δ. Then proceeding along the lines of (58) and
applying Lemma 4 we get E|III
N
2 | ≤ [tN]e−h3N.
Second, we split III
N
1 = III
N
1,1 + III
N
1,2 where in the ﬁrst term III
N
1,1 the Boltzmann
factors eN( k
N,σ) are truncated by 1B
N, k
N ,σ,E and in the second III
N
1,2 by 1B
N, k
N ,σ,E.
Proceeding along the line of (61) we get |III
N
1,2| → 0.
Now, to complete the proof, we need to show the convergence in probability of
III
N
1,1. We apply Holder inequality twice to obtain
|III
N
1,2| ≤
[tN]−1 X
k=0
h
E

E
N,k/N
σ1,σ2,σ3,σ4
4 Y
i=1
ReN(
k
N
,σ
i)1C
N, k
N ,σi,δ1B
N, k
N ,σi,E

  F k
N
1/4
×P

|∆MN(
k
N
)| > 1
   F k
N
3/4iHopfield Model 22
≤
h [tN]−1 X
k=0
E

E
N,k/N
σ1,σ2,σ3,σ4
4 Y
i=1
ReN(
k
N
,σ
i)1C
N, k
N ,σi,δ1B
N, k
N ,σi,E|F k
N
i1/4
×
h [tN]−1 X
k=0
P

|∆MN(
k
N
)| > 1
   F k
N
i3/4
=
h
II
N
2,2,>ε + II
N
2,2,<ε
i1/4
×
h
II
N
i3/4
Condition (iii) is proved.
6 Appendix: Proofs for Section 2
To complete the paper, we are left to check the technical results.
6.1 Proof of Proposition 1
First notice that the expansion (12) is a particular case of (34), which is itself a
particular case of (37). For the sake of shortness we will only prove (34). The
proofs of (37) and (40) rely on the same ideas and methods. The bound (42) is a
consequence of (40). Let γ(·) be the logarithmic moment generating function of ξ1
1,
γ(x) = logEe
xξ1
1 = logch(x).
Let g1 be the density function of the N(0,1) probability measure on R with respect
to the Lebesgue measure. For every u ∈ R
e
u2/2 =
Z
R
e
uxg1(x)dx. (74)
Hence,
Ee
β1
2 (
σ1·ξ √
N )2+
β2
2 (
σ2·ξ √
N )2
= E
Z
R2
e
(
q
β1
N
PN
i=1 σ1
i ξi)u+(
q
β2
N
PN
i=1 σ2
i ξi)vg1(u)g1(v)dudv
= E
Z
R2
e
PN
i=1(
q
β1
N σ1
i u+
q
β2
N σ2
i v)ξig1(u)g1(v)dudv
=
Z
R2
e
PN
i=1 γ(
q
β1
N σ1
i u+
q
β2
N σ2
i v)g1(u)g1(v)dudv
=
Z
R2
e
N
2
P
±(1±θ)γ(
q
β1
N u±
q
β2
N v)g1(u)g1(v)dudv
where we wrote θ for θ1,2 to simplify the notations. Let gΓ be the density function of
the centered Gaussian probability measure on R2 with Variance-Covariance matrix
Γ =
1
(1 − β1)(1 − β2) − θ2β1β2

1 − β2
√
β1β2θ √
β1β2θ 1 − β1

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Notice that this Gaussian law is deﬁned if and only if (33) holds. We multiply and
divide by gΓ(u,v) in the last integral, and we obtain
Ee
β1
2 (
σ1·ξ √
N )2+
β2
2 (
σ2·ξ √
N )2
= e
ψ(β1,β2,θ)
h
1 + K
N
i
with
K
N =
Z
R2

e
−
u2β1+v2β2+2θ
√
β1β2uv
2 e
N
2
P
±(1±θ)γ(
q
β1
N u±
q
β2
N v) − 1

gΓ(u,v)dudv .
Let us write KN as the sum of two terms KN
1 + KN
2 where the ﬁrst one stands
for the integral over ||(u,v)||2 < N1/8 and the second over ||(u,v)||2 ≥ N1/8. Since
γ(x) = logch(x) ≤ x2/2 we have for every θ
−
u2β1 + v2β2 + 2θ
√
β1β2uv
2
+
N
2
X
±
(1 ± θ)γ
r
β1
N
u ±
r
β2
N
v

≤ 0.
Thus, since Gaussian tails decay exponentially fast, KN
2 = o(1/N) uniformly in θ.
On the other hand we know that
γ(x) =
x2
2
−
x4
12
+ o(x
4)
and
e
x − 1 = x + o(x
2)
when x → 0. Thus, for ||(u,v)||2 < N1/8 we have
e
−
u2β1+v2β2+2θ
√
β1β2uv
2 e
N
2
P
±(1±θ)γ(
q
β1
N u±
q
β2
N v) − 1 =
−
1
12N
(β
2
1u
4 + β
2
2v
4) −
θ
3N
(β1β2)
1/2uv(β1u
2 + β2v
2) −
1
2N
β1β2u
2v
2 + o(
1
N
)
where o( 1
N) is uniform in θ. Thus
K
N
1 = −
1
4N

β2
1
(1 − β1)2 +
β2
2
(1 − β2)2

−
1
2N
β1β2
(1 − β1)(1 − β2)
+ O(
(θ)2
N
) + o(
1
N
),
and (34) is then established. 
6.2 Proof of the lemmas
Proof of Lemma 1
First of all, remember that there exists an τ = τ(β0) small enough such that
max
i,j=1,2,3
|θ
i,j| < τ (75)Hopfield Model 24
implies (33) and (36) with β1 = β2 = β3 = β0. Now, according to Proposition 1, for
all σ1,σ2,σ3 ∈ SN satisfying (75) we have
χN(θ
1,2) = E(ReN(t,σ
1)ReN(t,σ
2) − ∆Γ(t)) (76)
= −
1
2
ln

1 −
β2
0(θ1,2)2
(1 − β0)2

−
β2
0
2N(1 − β0)2 + O(
(θ1,2)2
N
) + o(
1
N
)
−
∂Γ(t)
∂t
1
N
+ o(
1
N
)

=
β2
0
2(1 − β0)2

(θ
1,2)
2 −
1
N(1 − tβ2
0/(1 − β0)2)

+ O(
(θ1,2)2
N
) + o(
1
N
),
ΛN(β0,θ
1,2,θ
1,3,θ
2,3) − 3φN(β0) (77)
= −
1
2
ln

1 −
β3
0
(1 − β0)3kΘk
2 − 2
β2
0
(1 − β0)2θ
1,2θ
1,3θ
2,3

−
3
2N
β2
0
(1 − β0)2
+ O(
kΘk2
N
) + o(
1
N
)
where we denote by
Θ = (θ
1,2,θ
1,3,θ
2,3) .
(We use the same notation as in the case of four spins, see below (41), but no
confusion can result.) Furthermore, O(1) and o(1) involved are uniform for Θ in
this domain and also for t ∈ [0,t0]. By Stirling’s formula
Pσ1,σ2,σ3(Θ) := Pσ1,σ2,σ3(σ
1 · σ
2 = θ
1,2N,σ
1 · σ
3 = θ
1,3N,σ
2 · σ
3 = θ
2,3N)
= 2
−2N

N
N(1 + θ1,2)/2

N(1 + θ1,2)/2
N(1 + θ1,2 + θ1,3 + θ2,3)/4

×

N(1 − θ1,2)/2
N(1 − θ1,2 + θ1,3 − θ2,3)/4

=
16exp{−NI(θ1,2,θ1,3,θ1,3)}
p
(2π)3N3
× [(1 + θ
1,2 + θ
1,3 + θ
1,3)(1 − θ
1,2 − θ
1,3 + θ
1,3)]
−1/2
× [(1 + θ
1,2 − θ
1,3 − θ
1,3)(1 − θ
1,2 + θ
1,3 − θ
1,3)]
−1/2
× (1 + O(1/N))
with O(1) uniform for θi,j with maxi,j |θi,j| < τ. Now, we have
I(Θ) =
1
4

(1 + θ
1,2 + θ
1,3 + θ
1,3)ln(1 + θ
1,2 + θ
1,3 + θ
1,3)
+ (1 − θ
1,2 − θ
1,3 + θ
1,3)ln(1 − θ
1,2 − θ
1,3 + θ
1,3)
+ (1 + θ
1,2 − θ
1,3 − θ
1,3)ln(1 + θ
1,2 − θ
1,3 − θ
1,3)
+ (1 − θ
1,2 + θ
1,3 − θ
1,3)ln(1 − θ
1,2 + θ
1,3 − θ
1,3)

= −
1
2
kΘk
2 + O((|θ
1,2| + |θ
1,3| + |θ
2,3|)
3) ,Hopfield Model 25
as maxi,j |θi,j| → 0. It follows that
tΛN(β0,Θ) − 3tφN(β0) +
1
N
logPσ1,σ2,σ3(Θ)
= −
1
2

1 −
tβ2
0
(1 − β0)2

kΘk
2 + tα(Θ)(|θ
1,2| + |θ
1,3| + |θ
2,3|)
3
−
3t
2
β2
0
(1 − β0)2N
+ O(
kΘk2
N
) + o(
1
N
) (78)
where α(Θ) is bounded as maxi,j |θi,j| → 0, O(1) and o(1) are uniform in t ∈ [0,t0]
and Θ with maxi,j |θi,j| < τ as N → ∞.
Thus, for any 0 < h < 1
2

1 −
t0β2
(1−β)2

one can ﬁnd ε0 with ε0 < τ(β0) such that
e
[Nt]ΛN(Θ)Pσ1,σ2,σ3(Θ) ≤ Ce
−hNkΘk2
(79)
for some constant C, all Θ with maxi,j |θi,j| < ε0, all N ≥ 1 and all t ∈ [0,t0]. We
ﬁx e.g. h = 1
4

1 −
t0β2
(1−β)2

and choose ε0 accordingly.
Now we are ready to proceed with the proof of (43). First, let us rewrite it as
lim
N→∞
sup
0≤t≤t0
X
θ1,2,θ1,3,θ2,3
|θi,j|<εi,j
N
2χN(θ
1,2)χN(θ
1,3)e
[Nt]ΛN(Θ)Pσ1,σ2,σ3(Θ) = 0. (80)
Let us split the left-hand side into two sums: the ﬁrst JN
1 will be over Θ with
maxi,j |θi,j| < N1/3−η and the second JN
1 over the remaining terms. Note that by (76)
there exists a constant K such that |χN(θ1,2)χN(θ1,3)| ≤ K for all Θ and t satisfying
the ﬁxed conditions and all N ≥ 1. Hence, |JN
2 | ≤ (ε0N)3KN2Ce−hN1/3−2η, whence
it vanishes uniformly in t ∈ [0,t0].
Next, let us concentrate on JN
1 = JN
1,1+JN
1,1 that we divide into two terms as well
J
N
1,1 =
16e
−
3tβ2
0
2(1−β0)2
(2πN)3/2
X
θ1,2,θ1,3,θ2,3
maxi,j |θi,j|<N−1/3−η
N
2χN(θ
1,2)χN(θ
1,3)e
− 1
2

1−
tβ2
0
(1−β0)2

kΘk2
J
N
1,2 =
16e
−
3tβ2
0
2(1−β0)2
(2πN)3/2
X
θ1,2,θ1,3,θ2,3
maxi,j |θi,j|<N−1/3−η
N
2χN(θ
1,2)χN(θ
1,3)e
− 1
2

1−
tβ2
0
(1−β0)2

kΘk2
×
h (2πN)3/2
16e
−
3tβ2
0
2(1−β0)2
e
[Nt]ΛN(Θ)Pσ1,σ2,σ3(Θ)e
1
2

1−
tβ2
0
(1−β0)2

kΘk2
− 1
i
.
After the change of variables si,j = θi,j√
N the ﬁrst term JN
1,1 becomes
J
N
1,1 =
16e
−
3tβ2
0
2(1−β0)2
p
(2π)3
β4
0
4(1 − β0)4
1
N3/2
X
S∈N−1/2Z3
maxi,j |si,j|<N1/6−η

(s
1,2)
2 −
1
1−tβ2
0/(1−β0)2 + o(1)

×

(s
1,3)
2 −
1
1 − tβ2
0/(1 − β0)2 + o(1)

e
− 1
2

1−
tβ2
0
(1−β0)2

kSk2
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with o(1) uniform for S = (s1,2,s1,3,s2,3) and t in their corresponding domains.
These are integral’s sums converging to the integral
J =
16e
−
3tβ2
0
2(1−β0)2
p
(2π)3
Z
R3
β4
0
4(1 − β0)4

(s
1,2)
2 −
1
1 − tβ2
0/(1 − β0)2

(82)
×

(s
1,3)
2 −
1
1 − tβ2
0/(1 − β0)2

e
− 1
2

1−
tβ2
0
(1−β0)2

kSk2
ds
1,2ds
1,3ds
2,3 = 0.
We need just a slightly more accurate argument to specify the uniform convergence
in t ∈ [0,t0]. Denote by h(t) = 1−
tβ2
0
(1−β0)2. The summand in (81) and the integrand
(82) are bounded by (K1(s1,2)2+K2)(K3(s1,3)2+K4)e−h(t0)kSk2/2 with some constants
K1,...,K4 for all N ≥ 1 all s and all t ∈ [0,t0]. Then one can ﬁnd A large enough
to make the sum of (81) over S with maxi,j |si,j| > A and the rest of the integral (82)
over S with maxi,j |si,j| > A arbitrarily small. Thus the problem is reduced to show
the uniform convergence of the integral’s sum over S with maxi,j |si,j| < A to the
corresponding integral in a ﬁnite volume. By the change of variables ri,j =
p
h(t)si,j
this sum equals
16β4
0e
−
3tβ2
0
2(1−β0)2
p
(2π)34(1 − β0)4h2(t)
×
1
N3/2
X
r1,2,r1,3,r2,3
=0,±
√
h(t)/N,...,±
√
h(t)A
f(R) (83)
with f(R) = ((r1,2)2 −1)((r1,3)2 −1)e−kRk2/2. Then the diﬀerence between (83) and
the integral by absolute value is not greater than
16β4
0e
−
3tβ2
0
2(1−β0)2
p
(2π)34(1 − β0)4h2(t)
(
p
h(t)A)
3 sup
|r1,2|,|r1,3|,|r2,3|,|e r1,2|,|e r1,3|,|e r2,3|<
√
h(t)A
|r1,2−e r1,2|<
√
h(t)/N,|r1,3−e r1,3|<
√
h(t)/N,|r2,3−e r2,3|<
√
h(t)/N
|f(R) − f(e R)|
≤
16β4
0 p
(2π)34(1 − β0)4h2(t0)
A
3 sup
|r1,2|,|r1,3|,|r2,3|,|e r1,2|,|e r1,3|,|e r2,3|<A
|r1,2−e r1,2|<1/
√
N,|r1,3−e r1,3|<1/
√
N,|r2,3−e r2,3|<1/
√
N
|f(R) − f(e R)| → 0
due to the uniform continuity of f(R) on the compact [−A,A]3. Hence, JN
1,1 converges
to J uniformly.
Finally, consider JN
1,2. Again by the expansions (78) and (78)
sup
|θi,j|<N−1/3−η
t∈[0,t0]
  
p
(2π)3N3
16e
−
3tβ2
0
2(1−β0)2
e
[Nt]ΛN(Θ)Pσ1,σ2,σ3(Θ)e
1
2

1−
tβ2
0
(1−β0)2

kΘk2
− 1
   → 0, N → ∞.
By the same change of variables ri,j =
p
h(t)θi,j√
N and the same arguments as for
JN
1,1 the sum of the remaining terms taken with absolute values
16e
−
3tβ2
0
2(1−β0)2
p
(2π)3N3
X
θ1,2,θ1,3,θ2,3
maxi,j |θi,j|<N−1/3−η
|N
2χN(θ
1,2)χN(θ
1,3)|e
− 1
2

1−
tβ2
0
(1−β0)2

kΘk2
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converges uniformly in [0,t0] to the integral
16β4
0 √
2π34(1 − β0)4h5(t)
Z
R3
|f(R)|dr
1,2dr
1,3dr
2,3 =
C
h5(t)
≤
C
h5(t0)
where C does not depend on t. Then (84) is bounded uniformly for t ∈ [0,t0] and
N ≥ 1. It follows that JN
1,2 converges to zero uniformly in [0,t0] ﬁnishing the proof
of (43).
The proof of (44) is similar. Let us rewrite its left-hand side as
sup
0≤t≤t0
X
θi,j,
maxi,j=1,...,4 |θi,j|<ε
N
2|ζN(Θ)|e
[Nt]κN(Θ)Pσ1,σ2,σ3,σ4(Θ). (85)
Here by Proposition (1)
ζN(Θ) = E
4 Y
i=1

e
β0

σi·ξ √
N
2
−φN(β0)
− 1

= e
κN(β0,Θ)−4φN(β0) −
X
Θ∈A
e
ΛN(β0,Θ)−3φN(β0) +
X
Θ∈B
e
ψN(β0,Θ)−2φN(β0) − 3
= O(
kΘk2
N
) + o(
1
N
), (86)
tκN(Θ) +
1
N
logPσ1,σ2,σ3,σ4(Θ)
= −
1
2

1 −
tβ2
(1 − β)2

kΘk
2 + tα(Θ)kΘk
3 + O(
1
N
) (87)
as N → ∞ uniformly for Θ with maxi,j |θi,j| < ε0 and t ∈ [0,t0]. The function α(Θ)
is bounded as maxi,j |θi,j| → 0. The set A contains 4 terms obtained by deleting one
of the four conﬁgurations and computing three scalar products entering ΛN and B
contains 6 terms involving ψN.
Using the same change of variables si,j = θi,j√
N as in the proof of (43) and
completely analogous arguments one proves that the sum in (85) converges uniformly
in [0,t0] to a four-dimensional integral over the Gaussian density of a polynomial
taken by absolute value. This integral is, indeed, ﬁnite and its value is bounded
uniformly in [0,t0] by some constant. This proves (44). 
Proof of Lemma 2
Using Talagrand’s idea we write
Ee
β0HN(t,σ)−[tN]φN(β0)1BN,t,σ,E = Ee
−EHN(t,σ)e
(β0+E)HN(t,σ)−[tN]φN(β0)1BN,t,σ,E
≤ e
−
E[t0N]
2(1−β0−E)−[tN]φN(β0)Ee
(β0+E)HN(t,σ)1BN,t,σ,E.
But, according to Lemma 2.1 in [28], we haveHopfield Model 28
Ee
(β0+E)HN(t,σ)1BN,t,σ,E ≤ Ee
(β0+E)HN(t,σ)
≤ e
−
[tN]
2 log(1−β0−E).
Hence
EeN(t,σ)1BN,t,σ,E ≤ e
−
E[t0N]
2(1−β0−E)e
−
[tN]
2 log(1−β0−E)−[tN]φN(β0)
≤ e
−
[tN]
2

E
1−β0−E−log(1+ E
1−β0−E)

.
It is a well known fact that for every 0 < x < 1 we have x−log(1+x) > 0. Because
of (5) 0 < E
1−β0−E < 1. Thus, stating
hi(E) =
E
1 − β0 − E
− log(1 +
E
1 − β0 − E
)
we obtain the desired result. In order to prove (48) we ﬁrst need to prove that for
every σ1,σ2 ∈ SN
EeN(t,σ1)eN(t,σ2)1BN,t,σ1,E∩BN,t,σ2,E ≤ e
[t0N]
2
β2
0θ2
(1−β0)(1−β0−E) (88)
Let us denote by λ(θ) the lowest solution of the equation
(1 − x)
2 − θ
2x
2 = (1 − β0)
2, (89)
i.e. the lowest root of the polynomial function
Qθ(x) = x
2(1 − θ
2) − 2x + β0(2 − β0).
Since for every θ ∈ [−1,1] we have Qθ(β0) ≤ 0 we necessarily have λ(θ) ≤ β0 as well.
Let us also notice that due to (89) the condition (33) with β1 = β2 = λ(θ) that here
reduces to
(1 − λ(θ))
2 − θ
2λ(θ)
2 > 0
is necessarily fulﬁlled. Thus, applying Talagrand’s idea one more time we write
E
2 Y
k=1
eN(t,σ
k)1BN,t,σk,E
= Ee
λ(θ)[
P2
k=1 HN(t,σk)]+(β0−λ(θ))[
P2
k=1 HN(t,σk)]−2[tN]φN(β0)
2 Y
k=1
1BN,t,σk,E
≤ e
(β0−λ(θ))
[t0N]
1−β0−Ee
[tN]ψN(λ(θ),λ(θ),θ)−2[tN]φN(β0). (90)
Hence, according to Proposition 1 we getHopfield Model 29
[t0N]
(β0 − λ(θ))
1 − β0 − E
+ [tN]ψN(λ(θ),λ(θ),θ)
= [t0N]
(β0 − λ(θ))
1 − β0 − E
−
[tN]
2

log((1 − λ(θ))
2 − λ(θ)
2θ
2) + O(1/N)

= [t0N]
(β0 − λ(θ))
1 − β0 − E
−
[tN]
2

log((1 − β0)
2) + O(1/N)

where O(1/N) is uniform in θ. Meanwhile, due to the fact that λ(θ) solves (89) we
have
β0 − λ(θ) ≤
λ(θ)2θ2
2 − λ − β0
≤
β2
0θ2
2(1 − β0)
.
This, together with (12) and (90) yield (88). Now we can prove (48). Because of (5)
we have
β2
0t
(1 − β0 − E)(1 − β0)
≤
β2
0t0
(1 − β0)2 < 1
Thus, according to (88) there exists a c, 0 < c < 1 such that
E
2 Y
k=1
eN(t,σ
k)1BN,t,σk,E ≤ e
N c
2θ2
.
Let us denote by I the rate function governing the large deviations of θ = σ1.σ2
N under
the uniform measure on S2
N. We know that I(u) = 1
2u2 + o(u2). Thus according to
Varadhan’s Lemma
limsup
N→∞
1
N
logEEσ1,σ2
2 Y
k=1
eN(t,σ
k)1BN,t,σk,E ≤ sup
|u|>ε

c
2
u
2 −
1
2
u
2

= −hii(ε)
where hii is obviously a non-negative function. Deﬁning h1(ε,E) = min(hi(E),hii(ε))
ends the proof, since the bounds are uniform in t. 
Proof of Lemma 3
The proof of Lemma 3 relies on the ideas already in use in the proof of Lemma
2. That is the reason why we will not give full details. Let g be any continuous
function deﬁned on [−1,1]3, with negative values and such that g(0,0,0) = 0. Let
us deﬁne u(x,y,z) = E + g(x,y,z). For every σ1,σ2,σ3 ∈ SN we write, with
Θ = (θ1,2,θ1,3,θ2,3),
Ee
β0
P3
k=1 HN(t,σk)−3[tN]φN(β0)1BN,t,σ1,E
≤ e
−
u(Θ)[t0N]
2(1−β0−E)Ee
(β0+u(Θ))HN(t,σ1)+β0
P3
k=2 HN(t,σk)−3[tN]φN(β0)1BN,t,σ1,EHopfield Model 30
Notice that if (θ1,2,θ1,3,θ2,3) = (0,0,0) then conditions (33) and (36) with β1 =
β0 + u(0,0,0) and β2 = β3 = β0 are satisﬁed. Since u is continuous there exists a
ρ1 > 0 small enough to ensure that if maxi,j=1,2,3 |θi,j| < ρ1 then (33) and (36) with
β1 = β0 + u(Θ) and β2 = β3 = β0. are satisﬁed. According to Proposition 1 we
obtain
Ee
(β0+u(Θ))HN(t,σ1)+β0
P3
k=2 HN(t,σk)−3[tN]φN(β0)1BN,t,σ1,E
≤ Ee
(β0+u(Θ))HN(t,σ1)+β0
P3
k=2 HN(t,σk)−3[tN]φN(β0)
= exp

−
[Nt]
2
log

(1 − β0)
2(1 − β0 − u(Θ)) − (1 − β0 − u(Θ))β
2
0(θ
2,3)
2
−(1 − β0)β0(β0 + u(Θ))((θ
1,3)
2 + (θ
1,2)
2) − β
2
0(β0 + u(Θ))θ
1,2θ
1,3θ
2,3

+
3[Nt]
2
log(1 − β0) + O(1)

= exp−

[Nt]
2
log
1 − β0 − u(Θ)
1 − β0

−
[Nt]
2
log

1 + v(Θ)

+ O(1)

where v is a continuous function deﬁned on [−1,1]3 and vanishing at (0,0,0). Thus
Ee
β0HN(t,σ1)+β0
P3
k=2 HN(t,σk)−3[tN]φN(β0)1BN,t,σ1,E
≤ exp

−
[tN]
2

−
u(Θ)
1 − β0 − E
− log

1 +
u(Θ)
1 − β0 − u(Θ)

+log

1 + v(Θ)

+ O(1)

Since
u(0,0,0)
1 − β0 − E
−log

1+
u(0,0,0)
1 − β0 − u(0,0,0)

=
E
1 − β0 − E
−log(1+
E
1 − β0 − E
) > 0
one can ﬁnd ρ2 < ρ1 small enough to ensure that
sup
|θi,j|<ρ2
u(Θ)
(1 − β0 − E)
− log

1 +
u(Θ)
1 − β0 − u(Θ)

+ log

1 + v(Θ)

> 0
and this ends the proof of (50). Now we prove (51). As for the proof of (48), we
ﬁrst need to prove that there exists ρ3 small enough to ensure that if |θ1,2| < ρ3 and
|θ1,3| < ρ3 then
E1|θ1,2|<ρ3,|θ1,3|<ρ3
3 Y
k=1
eN(t,σ
k)1BN,t,σk,E ≤ e
Nc/2(θ2,3)2
(91)
where 0 < c < 1. Let us denote by λ(Θ) the lowest root of the equation
(1 − β0)
3 = (1 − β0)(1 − λ)
2 − λ
2(1 − β0)(θ
2,3)
2
−λ(1 − λ)β0((θ
1,3)
2 + (θ
1,2)
2) − 2λ
2β0θ
1,3θ
1,2θ
2,3.Hopfield Model 31
Notice that in view of (89), it suﬃces to make only θ1,2 and θ1,3 (not θ2,3) small
in order to ensure that (92) admits solutions. For every σ1,σ2,σ3 ∈ SN such that
|θ1,2| < ρ3 and |θ1,3| < ρ3 we write
Ee
β0
P3
k=1 HN(t,σk)−3[tN]φN(β0)
3 Y
k=1
1BN,t,σk,E
≤ e
[tN]
β0−λ(Θ)
(1−β0−E)Ee
β0HN(t,σ1)+λ(Θ)HN(t,σ2))+λ(Θ)HN(t,σ3))−3[tN]φN(β0)
≤ e
[tN]
β0−λ(Θ)
(1−β0−E)
It is long but not diﬃcult to prove that for any γ > 0 and |θ2,3| > γ there exists
ρ4(γ) such that for every |θ1,2| < ρ4 and |θ1,3| < ρ4 we get
[tN]
β0 − λ(Θ)
(1 − β0 − E)
≤ N
c
2
(θ
2,3)
2.
The ﬁnal expression (51) follows by the large deviation argument for Laplace inte-
grals we already used to prove (48). 
Proof of Lemma 4
The statement with n = 0 is nothing but an immediate consequence of the
exponential decay of probabilities associated to the law of large numbers. The proof
of the other statements work the same way. For the sake of shortness we will only
prove (53) for n = 2. Let p = p(β0) be the quantity given by Proposition 1, and q
its conjugate. Due to Holder’s inequality we have
Ee
β0
2 (
σ1.ξ √
N )2+
β0
2 (
σ2.ξ √
N )2−2φN(β0)1CN,σ1,δ ≤
e
−2φN(β0)

Eexp

N
2
[pβ0(
σ1 · ξ
N
)
2 + pβ0(
σ2 · ξ
N
)
2]
1/p
P(CN,σ1,δ)
1/q
The ﬁrst two factors are bounded, and the last one decays exponentially fast to 0.

Proof of Lemma 5
It follows from its deﬁnition that ˜ ZN(t) is a strictly positive Ft-martingale. Thus,
˜ ZN(t)
−1
is a strictly positive sub-martingale and, according to Doob’s inequality, for
all η > 0 we get
ηP

sup
0≤t≤t0
˜ ZN(t)
−1
≥ η

≤ E
h
˜ ZN(t0)
−1i
. (92)
We know from Theorem 1.1 in [28] that for every N
P( ˜ ZN(t0)
−1
> m) ≤ Ke
−(
log m
K )2
.
Hence we have E[ ˜ ZN(t0)
−1
] < C < ∞ and this together with (92) yield the an-
nounced result. Hopfield Model 32
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